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32% of food launches tracked by Mintel GNPD (Global
New Products Database) from May 2018-April 2018

featured new packaging, and new packaging experienced
the highest gain among launch types from 2013-18. 62% of

shoppers claim on-pack information is important to food
choice, suggesting that consumers are reading labels. 58%

of shoppers say “fresh” is an important factor when
shopping for food.

This report looks at the following areas:

• Freshness is most important when shopping for food
• 62% of shoppers say on-pack information is important to choice
• Packaging integrity outweighs design
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Large (bulk) formats are more popular than small (single-size) formats
Figure 22: Food packaging statements – Size, April 2018

18-24s are more likely than older shoppers to purchase single-serving sizes
Figure 23: Food packaging statements – Size, by age, April 2018

Large formats are particularly important to households with children
Figure 24: Food packaging statements – Size, by presence of children, April 2018

62% of shoppers say on-pack information is important to choice
Figure 25: Food packaging statements – Information, April 2018

Men are more likely to think packaging is becoming too cluttered
Figure 26: Food packaging statements – Information, by gender, April 2018

Information on-pack is most important among older shoppers
Figure 27: Food packaging statements – Information, by age, April 2018

74% of food shoppers look for an expiration date on-pack
Figure 28: Label communication, April 2018

Expiration date, ingredients, calories, and servings resonate with largest share of shoppers
Figure 29: TURF Analysis – Label communication, April 2018

Figure 30: Table - TURF Analysis – Label communication, April 2018

Women are more likely than men to look for specifics
Figure 31: Label communication, by gender, April 2018

Older shoppers pay particular attention to ingredients
Figure 32: Label communication, by age, April 2018

Expiration date is even more important among label readers
Figure 33: Label communication, by agreement with packaging statements (information), April 2018

Expiration date is especially important among those who buy large formats
Figure 34: Label communication, by agreement with packaging statements, April 2018

Photos of ingredients on-pack score high
Figure 35: Correspondence Analysis – Perception of food label attributes, April 2018

Figure 36: Perception of food label attributes, April 2018

Ingredient photos have a strong association with health among women
Figure 37: Perception of food label attributes – Photo of ingredients, by gender, April 2018

Ingredient photos score well with younger shoppers
Figure 38: Perception of food label attributes – Photo of ingredients, by age, April 2018
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Figure 39: Impact of packaging format/design, April 2018

Younger shoppers are more invested in packaging
Figure 40: Impact of packaging format/design, by age, April 2018

Lower earners are most likely to turn away from faulty packaging
Figure 41: Impact of packaging format/design, by household income, April 2018

Online

18% of food shoppers are particular about formats when shopping online
Figure 42: Impact of packaging format/design – Online purchase, April 2018

35% of consumers say reducing packaging waste is important to them
Figure 43: Food packaging statements – Waste, April 2018

Close to half of natural market shoppers aim for packaging waste reduction
Figure 44: Food packaging statements -- Waste, by food shopping channel, April 2018
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